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Abstract: - In this paper, a new vision is presented for highly personalized, customized, and contextualized realtime recommendation of services to mobile users (consumers) by considering the current consumer-, network-,
and service context. A smart service recommendation system is elaborated, which builds up and dynamically
manages personal profiles of consumers, aiming to facilitate and optimize the service discovery and
recommendation process, in support of consumers’ choices, thereby achieving the best quality of experience
(QoE) as perceived by those consumers when utilizing different mobile services. The algorithm-driven
recommended mobile services, accessible anytime-anywhere-anyhow through any kind of mobile devices via
heterogeneous wireless access networks, range from typical telecommunication services (e.g., outgoing voice
calls) to Internet services (e.g., multimedia streaming). These algorithms also may be further enriched by their
being adapted and expanded to cover more sophisticated services such as helping the consumer’s health and
security needs, an example being the finding (with subsequent dynamic changing, if required) of the most
'healthy' or 'secure' driving/biking/jogging/walking route to follow so as to avoid areas posing particular,
consumer-specific, health or safety risk.
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of information overload and assisting the latter in
navigating through the vast ‘information oceans’ in
order to find the information, product, item, or
service needed. This process is highly dynamic with

1 Introduction

In the modern ‘Big Data’ era, recommendation
systems have become the essential tools for both the
providers and consumers for addressing the problem
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the increasing number of items, available for online
buying, watching, etc., and the increasing number of
mobile applications (apps) and services available.
The goal of recommendation systems is to provide
consumers with accurate timely recommendations
[1]. So far, the efforts in this direction have been
mostly focused on item recommendations, whereas
app recommendations and service recommendations
are left behind. The aim of this paper is to set out
some new research contributions which begin to
address the identified research gap in the use of
recommendation systems, in particular for the
benefit of mobile users (consumers). In doing this,
the authors recognize they are pushing a new
research and development (R&D) horizon in the
“service recommendation” sub-area, and one that
could become quite extensive.
It’s becoming ever clearer that consumers today
seek more freedom of choice in choosing their
desired (and 'best') mobile services. However, the
increased freedom should not be a burden for the
consumers themselves. Therefore, the provision of
real-time service recommendations is a perceived
demand to facilitate consumers with automatic
discovery of the 'best' services (service instances)
available for use through the 'best' mobile access
network,
following
the
consumer-oriented,
consumer-friendly, and consumer-driven Always
Best Connected and best Served (ABC&S)
paradigm. Such recommendations should cover a
myriad of services already deployed, ranging from
simple web browsing to sophisticated Internet of
Things (IoT) services, by assisting consumers in
discovering what they may need through the receipt
of
timely
personalized
suggestions
and
recommendations, or data in support of that to be
used by an onboard recommendation app on their
mobile device.
To this end, this paper presents a designed smart
service recommendation system, hosted by a third
party located in the cloud, which can automatically
identify the usefulness and applicability of mobile
services for each engaged consumer, and discover
and recommend the 'best' instance of each service
identified as useful for him/her. More specifically,
the system seeks to dynamically provide consumers
with an ordered list of ranked service instances
addressing likely, and in a timely manner, specific
consumer needs as may be interpolated or
extrapolated from the present consumer behavior
and profile. This thus supports the consumer at any
moment choosing to use the 'best' instance of a
particular service s/he is interested in, matched to
his/her needs. The recommendation of services is
not only based on their relevance to a particular
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consumer (consumer context) but also takes into
account the current constraints of the access
network (network context) and the service context
[2].
The main goal of the service recommendation
system presented here is to provide consumers with
a context-aware software solution that can assist
them in choosing and selecting the 'best' service
instances by means of a specially designed mobile
app, which is installed on their mobile devices and
works with the recommendation data supplied by
third parties. This app facilitates and supports the
consumer’s service choice or may make this choice
on behalf of the consumer when authorized by
him/her to do so. In both cases, the recommendation
system would benefit greatly from the ability to
make accurate predictions of consumers’
preferences. This prediction may be the result of
solving a combinatorial optimization problem,
whereby each engaged consumer has specified
criteria for making a particular service choice. For
example, the mobile app besides having default
‘pro-consumer’ settings could of course facilitate
consumer-defined configurations, e.g., the consumer
may re-configure parameters such as the upper
bound on the service cost, the lower bound on the
quality of service (QoS), etc.
The difficulties in solving such an optimization
problem are computational as the problem is NPcomplete itself, but also relate to the use of large
and complex data structures. Thus, efficient
heuristic methods must be used. An alternative
approach for making predictions for service usage is
to allow the recommendation system to discover
patterns in the consumer behaviour, which must be
continuously recorded, uploaded to, and stored in a
distributed repository, supporting the operation of
the corresponding recommendation system. Such
repository can facilitate the effective intelligent
mining of data on behalf of consumers, the
outcomes of which may result in accurate and
beneficial consumer behaviour predictions, and
consumer service recommendations [3]. For the
efficient data storage and offering of services in
support of service recommendations based on the
patterns discovered within the consumer data, the
repository should be based ‘in the cloud’. For this,
notable cloud computing principles need to be
employed along with effective ‘big data’ collection
and processing techniques in order to facilitate the
provision of service recommendations to consumers
as an efficient solution, which is also commercially
attractive to service providers. This form of cloud
repository service may serve as a supplementary
external support to the recommendation service
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provided internally by the mobile device having its
own service recommendation app or as a fullservice recommendation system which a mobile
user subscribes to, interacts with, and relies on. This
paper addresses this latter solution.
Faced with the vast dynamically-changing
information (consumer-, network-, and servicerelated), the elaborated smart recommendation
system presents a scalable, efficient, and effective
solution for real-time, cloud-based service
recommendations, helped by ‘big data’ analytics [4].
This paper describes a refined structure of this
system, based on the initial work, e.g., presented in
[5], which is able to manage big sematic data in
real-time for highly contextualized, customized, and
personalized service recommendations. A Neo4j
graph database is adopted for storing and managing
the information about services and consumers in the
form of a heterogeneous service network (HSN), in
order to suggest most suitable and 'best' service
instances.
By
exploiting
context-aware
recommendation approaches and semantic web
technologies, the presented service recommendation
system first collects and extracts service
information, and dynamically models a HSN, based
on the elaborated network schema. Then, profile
kernels, referring to the minimal set of features
describing the consumers’ preferences, are extracted
for modelling the consumers profiles. The discovery
of consumers’ features is performed, as proposed in
[6], by utilizing the ‘betweenness centrality’ concept
[7] within the scope of a HSN, which is envisaged
as a novel approach for consumers profiles’
generation based on the meta-paths concept.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
next section presents related work in the area of
recommendations. Section 2 describes an
application
example
of
smart
real-time
recommendation of a mobile service instance. The
design of the elaborated smart service
recommendation system is presented in Section 4.
Section 5 discusses the results achieved so far and
future research directions. Finally, section 6
concludes the paper.

recommending items right at the spot, e.g., by
means of digital menus for food recommendations
at restaurants [8], or by recommending (substitute or
complementary) items for online shopping at a
retailer web site [9], or by recommending items for
online shopping through a mediator, e.g., a video
game [10] or a social media [11] (a.k.a. “social
commerce” [12]) – to entertainment, e.g.,
recommendation of TV programs [13], streaming
items (over social communities) [14], photos [15],
music [16], etc., and even to e-learning, e.g., by
recommending personalized online test questions
for students [17]. In addition to these Business-toConsumer (B2C)-oriented and Consumer-toConsumer (C2C)-oriented directions, another much
more complex one is the Business-to-Business
(B2B) direction, e.g., [18] [19], due to its end-to-end
(E2E), large-scale, and fuzziness attributes.

2.2 App Recommendations

Some work has been done also in the sub-area of
app recommendations. For instance, [20] utilizes the
consumer’s location as a main context feature to
recommend mobile apps that other consumers have
installed/used frequently in the same location. [21]
provides personalized app recommendations by
combining item-based collaborative filtering (CF)
with mobile apps’ usage data related to the target
consumer. In [22], a context-aware CF algorithm
utilizing implicit consumer feedback is introduced,
based on tensor factorization. [23] integrates the
PMF principle (Probabilistic Matrix Factorization)
[24] with the VEPM model (Version Evolution
Progress
Model)
for
providing
app
recommendations, based on the app version’s
description. In addition to the multiple academic
research efforts, a wide range of commercial
solutions have also appeared, such as Google Play1,
Apple Store2, etc. Typically, these provide a list of
similar apps when a consumer is browsing an app
[25]. Usually this is done by app store optimization
(ASO) techniques for optimizing the titles,
descriptions, and keywords used in the apps as to
make these more visible to potential consumers,
e.g., by appearing in the recommendation sections
of other apps, ranking high in the searching results,
etc. However, the recommendation algorithms used
are usually not made public [25]. Moreover, the
recommendations provided in the current app
market seem not very effective and not evenly
distributed among the existing apps, either due to

2 Related Work

The R&D efforts in the main sub-areas of
recommendations are presented briefly below, with
a
particular
attention
paid
to
service
recommendations.

2.1 Item Recommendations

In this sub-area, a lot of work has been done,
ranging from (e-)commerce – either by
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fraudulent app promotion (or manipulation of the
recommendation system by some spamming app
developers) or no-exposure behaviors, which may
increase the exposure of some marginalized apps by
making them more visible to potential consumers or
constraining the exposure of other good apps to
consumers. For instance, in the created
recommendation network AppNet of Google Play,
consisting of over 2 million apps and over 130
million app recommendation relations, the so-called
“forgotten majority” (comprising 70% of apps)
seem to receive no recommendation links at all
(even though some of these seem significantly
popular, having millions of app installations!), while
the
“star”
apps
receive
thousands
of
recommendations each [25].

2.4 Service Recommendations

The sub-area of service recommendations has
attracted great attention in the last few years. The
work here ranges from recommending a specific
aspect/parameter/feature/component of a single
service to recommending a new instance of the same
service or completely new service. A sophisticated
example of the former are the adaptive video
streaming recommendations – a form of in-app
recommendations. By supporting various clientdriven bit-rate adaptation logic algorithms, this type
of recommendation scheme could be used for
optimally limiting the possible set of selectable bitrate levels and qualities of a video streaming service
for the clients. Subsequently, each video streaming
client uses the recommendations advanced as an
upper bound together with its buffer level during the
bit-rate selection process, which enables it to react
quickly to sudden bandwidth variations and improve
the quality of experience (QoE). By employing such
recommendations for the optimal bit-rate level and
quality, this method, called SDNDASH in the
proposal set out in [30], avoids sub-optimal, purely
client-driven network resource management and bitrate level decisions, whereby the available
bandwidth is randomly distributed among the
competing clients. Moreover, as a complete E2E
solution (involving the server-, network-, and client
side), SDNDASH can monitor and allocate network
resources in a dynamic fashion as to maximize the
QoE for each client, while at the same time avoiding
the scalability issue when working with multiple
clients competing for bandwidth in a shared network
environment. The method also takes into
consideration the consumer context in the form of
mobile devices’ capabilities, QoE, buffer
occupancy, etc., to successfully tackle the problem
of device heterogeneity (e.g., large-screen TVs vs.
small-screen smartphones).
For the discovery and selection of IaaS cloud
offerings, Zhang et al. [31] use a semi-automated,
extensible, and ontology-based approach by
utilizing a multi-criteria decision-making technique,
based on real-time E2E QoS parameters for meeting
the service-level agreement (SLA). By utilizing a
mechanism of similarity computation and ranking of
service providers based on consumer feedback, [32]
proposes a service recommendation system, based
on trust, reputation, and QoS requirements, for use
in a Service Oriented Grid (SOG). For dynamic,
runtime,
proximity-based
mobile
service
compositions, the authors in [33] utilize knowledgebased recommendation techniques. However, the
smart service recommendation system, presented
here, works as a global solution applicable to all

2.3 ‘Thing’ Recommendations

A relatively new direction in this regard relates to
the ‘thing recommendations’ [26] within the IoT
area, focusing on different application domains,
such as intelligent transportation systems (ITS),
smart city, smart home, smart health, smart
environment control and protection, etc. Examples
in the ITS area include computing and dynamically
adjusting the optimal travel path(s) by a car
navigation recommendation system, based on realtime traffic information [27], or generating and
sending to drivers precise parking lot guiding
suggestions
by
an
urban
car
parking
recommendation system [28] [29]. In the “smart
health” area, examples of ‘thing recommendations’
relate to various personal-health reminders [28]
with the goal of sending to the consumer up-to-date
notifications, e.g., about lowest priced drugs
available for sale in nearby pharmacies. In addition,
this type of recommendations’ approach can
potentially support other “smart city” healthy-living
applications, e.g., sending profile-based real-time
alerts about areas of high/low pollen count,
pollution, air quality index (AQI), etc., or more
specific alerts relevant to a specific consumer as
s/he moves around a city [28]. In the “smart home”
area, recommendation examples include homes
equipped with motion sensors monitoring the
movements of elderly people living there and a
supplementary system assisting them in their daily
life activities, e.g., tracking (and reminding about)
different steps needed to follow in order to complete
a particular action such as taking their scheduled
medicines or even as simple and routine as
coffee/tea-making [26].
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types of mobile services, accessible via any type of
mobile networks providing access to these and
through any kind of mobile devices, anytimeanywhere-anyhow.
For service recommendations, the broker-based
model is widely utilized [34], whereby an
intermediary (broker) is used either to simply assist
in the collaboration between consumers and service
providers [35], or to match consumers and service
providers through an auction mechanism [36], or to
provide more comprehensive functionalities such as
service packaging and monitoring for matching the
requirements of consumers with the SLA offered by
the service providers [37], and/or multi-attribute
negotiation with service providers on behalf of the
consumer and monitoring the behaviors of the
providers to help consumers fulfill their functional
and QoS requirements [38]. All this could be done
either with respect to a single service or a (credible)
composite service [39] [40]. By providing such
functionalities and intermediate services between
consumers and service providers, brokers of course
can make profit [34]. To make the right decisions,
the brokers use either consumer behavior [41]
and/or historical records of consumers [42] and/or
direct consumer experience and feedback [43], or
calculate consumers’ aggregated requirements (e.g.,
for service cost, execution time, reliability,
availability, responsiveness, etc.) to find an
optimized match of these with available service
offerings at any time or place for the consumer [44],
or use machine learning techniques to better
understand consumers’ preferences, even in the
presence of implicit consumer feedback [34]. Of
course, it would be better to use a combination of
these methods while also considering the security
and trust assurance in service matching [45] [46]
[47] as to eliminate spurious services or consider
service performance deterioration, e.g., as a result of
malicious attacks. Furthermore, the broker could use
either a centralized [43] or distributed model [34],
with the latter allowing for the existence of multiple
brokers acting even as competitors to each other.
Similar categorization applies to the utilized trust
management schemes – these could be either
centralized [43] or distributed [34]. Adding a (self)
learning ability to the brokers, as in [34], is
important for allowing them initially to operate in
unfamiliar environments, gradually increase their
competence,
understand
better
consumers’
preferences, and optimize their own behaviors even
in the case of implicit consumer feedback. In any
case, consumers’ freedom, to accept or not the
service recommendations supplied by the broker(s)
should not only always be respected but facilitated
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(e.g., by ever better GUIs, consumer-interactive
option setting, etc.). Such a principle is not only in
harmony with most national legislative frameworks
supporting consumer autonomy and privacy, but
also with the principle of the ‘consumer being the
driver’ of services and service-usage.
The challenge of getting dynamic updates of any
available service offerings, which are location- and
time-dependent, to the brokers, and updating their
responses sent back as recommendations to the
consumers in a reliable timely manner, is a
significant technical one not dealt with reasonably
in those otherwise excellent proposals in [31]-[37].
Nor are the significant scaling problems addressed
of background communications activity this kind of
recommendations service infrastructure will
generate and the computation resources, whether
centralized or distributed, which will be required.
A simpler, scalable, more feasible alternative
solution is elaborated in [48] [49], whereby all
services’ offerings, with all their defining details,
may be conveyed to the consumer devices through
normally-on, live, latent, simplex, background
services’ advertisement channels such as Wireless
Billboard Channels (WBCs). In this model all the
recommendation algorithmic schemes would reside
on each consumer device, absorb this information,
and compile recommendations ‘in situ.’ Such a
scheme may be referred to as an independent,
autonomous mobile service recommendation app.
Brokers could and would still have an important role
here both in mediating between the service
providers and the business of managing the WBC
advertisements and channels, as well as the
provision and updating of recommendation system
algorithms on consumer devices. All of such
supports have attractive business solutions, as
indicated in [48] [49]. Also, as pointed out there, a
certain amount of global standardization in relation
to protocol interfaces and data structures would help
enormously, enabling both consumers to access
relevant mobile services from multiple service
providers, and those service providers having ready
access to all consumers, all of which benefit from
service offering commercial competition. This kind
of mobile-based recommendation system/app is an
important aspect of the service popularization task
performed by the smart recommendation systems
related to the kind presented in this paper but is not
dealt with further here in any great depth for reason
of space, apart from a mention of it being included
in Section 4 in elaboration of the recommendation
system architecture presented in Fig. 3.
The smart service recommendation system,
presented here, follows the centralized brokerage
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type, by also adding a trust factor. Nonetheless,
much about the operational concepts of the scheme,
presented here, may be transferable to the
independent,
autonomous
mobile
service
recommendation technology.

SIM card, which in many cases could deliver the
lowest cost. The use of another, not-home SIM card,
even in case when it is an eSIM card, comes with
difficulties in finding if that particular card indeed
provides competitive cost for calling that particular
consumer (B), as it depends also on his/her current
location (the country where s/he is at the moment of
the call).

3 Application Example

The smart service recommendation system,
presented here, can provide each engaged consumer
with a contextualized, customized, and personalized
list of 'best' instances of the preferred mobile
services by considering the current consumer-,
network-, and service context. An application
example in Fig. 1, based on an outgoing voice call
service, briefly illustrates the idea [5]. In this
example, consumer A wants to call consumer B
always in the 'best' possible way, e.g., based on the
integral ‘cost/quality’ criterion. The cheapest option,
presented in green color in Fig. 1, would be to
utilize the VoIP technology, e.g., by using the
mobile app, provided by some VoIP provider, to
initiate an outgoing call over a (free or paid) Wi-Fi
connection. This Wi-Fi/VoIP option will be the
preferable one when consumer B is a friend or a
family member, as this involves a minimum cost
even though the quality guarantees and supports will
be the lowest. However, in doing this, consumer A
could miss an opportunity of using another/better
VoIP service provider, who supplies better rates for
making a voice call to that particular consumer B at
that moment. The elaborated smart service
recommendation system, presented in this paper,
can find such an opportunity, i.e., the existence of a
better VoIP service instance, and recommend it in
real time to consumer A.
The second option, presented in red color in Fig.
1, would be to use cellular (3G-5G) connection.
This high-quality, higher-cost option will be the
preferable one in certain contexts such as when
consumer B is the A’s manager, business partner,
important client, etc. The situation, however, may
change drastically when one (or both) of the
involved consumers is currently in a foreign country
due to the associated added roaming cost, which can
typically double the total call cost. In this case,
additional and more attractive option, presented in
orange color in Fig. 1, is to use a local SIM card
which is on sale in the corresponding foreign
country, instead of the SIM card provided by the
home country’s cellular operator. This is the
preferable option for making phone calls abroad,
especially in countries where the home operator was
unable to negotiate better/lower roaming costs for
its subscribers. Yet, the best option, if a high-quality
voice call is required, would be the use of a global
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Fig. 1. An application example of smart real-time
recommendation of an outgoing voice call service
instance.

All these scenarios can be easily served by the
smart service recommendation system, presented in
the next section, which can find the 'best' option for
making a call by consumer A to consumer B in each
particular case, depending on the current context.
For this, the system works in cooperation with an
ABC&S app, operating on the mobile device of
each engaged consumer, e.g., for recommending to
consumer A the 'best' outgoing voice call option in
the example considered here. Moreover, if the
consumer profile settings are so set, the app could
be used also to automatically select the 'best' service
instance, depending on the current context.

4 Smart
System

Service

Recommendation

The elaborated smart system supplies service
recommendations in two directions: (i) service
popularization, by providing a global ranked list of
popular services to all engaged consumers; and (ii)
service personalization, by providing a personalized
ranked list of top-N service instances to a particular
consumer. For the latter, for each consumer, a
recommendation engine first calculates the
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services. In addition, taking the context into account
has really a substantial impact on the
recommendation performance [22]. Moreover, the
concept of context allows making smart decisions
based on mining of data, stored in cloud repositories.
In [2], it was proposed for the context to include both
the data sensed in the environment (as in a typical
context-aware system), the behavior history of the
consumer, and the collective behavior history of
consumers who have acted in a similar environment.

prediction score for each unrated service instance
and then recommends the top-𝑁 service instances
with the highest scores to that consumer.
A hybrid context-aware recommendation
approach, utilizing both pre-filtering and postfiltering phases, and considering different contextual
information (of the consumer, network, and
service), was elaborated, initially in [50]. As each
recommendation model has its own pros and cons,
many researchers have suggested to combine
multiple models in a variety of manners [51].
Subsequently, a complex hybridization was
elaborated for the presented smart service
recommendation system, which according to the
categorization provided in [51], could be labeled as
cascade, weighted, and mixed at the same time.
Cascade hybridization works in stages, whereby one
recommendation
technique
refines
the
recommendations given by another in the previous
stage.
In
mixed
hybridization
[51],
recommendations
from
several
different
recommenders are presented at the same time. The
service recommendation system, presented here,
utilizes mixed hybridization followed by weighting
in order to come up with the final ranking of
services. With weighted hybridization, the scores of
several recommendation models are combined in a
single formula with weighted coefficients to
produce a single recommendation.
A more developed version of the smart service
recommendation system, initially proposed in [5], is
presented here below, for finding and
recommending to consumers the 'best' instances of
mobile services. Each mobile service is described by
a respective service description (SD), which is quite
complex for some service types.
Deciding on which service instance is the 'best'
one in each case is based on a set of context
parameter values, categorized in three groups –
consumer-related (c), service-related (s), and
(access) network-related (n), forming a 3D (c, s, n)
context space, as illustrated in Fig. 2. This way, the
elaborated service recommendation system supports
real context-awareness, by utilizing a diverse range
of (explicit and implicit) data available in a rapid and
scalable manner [22]. Service recommendations
depend greatly on the current context as being the
key element in the mobile space along with the
proactive nature of mobile services (and their
recommendations) needed for facilitating the
consumer input and effective interaction with
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The developed smart service recommendation
system continuously updates the consumer behavior
profiles, consumer interests and requirement
tendencies, and sends a corresponding up-to-date
ranked list of 'best' recommended service instances
to each engaged consumer, by utilizing relevant
recommendation algorithms [52] [53] and updated
recommendation rules. A modular system structure
has been adopted in [5] with three domains, related
to the consumer, web, and cloud, respectively (Fig.
3). More details on these domains are provided in
the following subsections.

SD
Ranking

RT
Consumer
Attributes

3P/AAA &
3P/C&B

Antispamming

RTBD

DMP

ETL

Stream Computing

WareHouse

Distributed Log Data Real-Time Collection

Fig. 3. The modular structure of the cloud-based smart
service recommendation system.
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attributes), the recommendation engine produces an
initial service recommendation list, which is sent to
the SD ranking module. After relevant processing
done by the CTR module, a final personalized list of
top-N recommended service instances is generated,
which is sent to the ABC&S app (via the delivery
server) and simultaneously pushed to the distributed
log data real-time collection module. In addition, a
globally recommended list of services is generated
by the SD ranking module for a global delivery to
consumers via the WBC infrastructure.

4.1 Consumer Domain

In this domain, an ABC&S app [54] operates on the
mobile device of the engaged consumer as to
visualize to him/her the 'best' service instances
recommended by the system, but also to facilitate
the consumer-driven (or service-provider-initiated)
handover from one access network to another ('best')
access network, if needed. If the consumer profile is
set accordingly, the app could also automatically
select the 'best' instance of each mobile service of
interest to the consumer, depending on the current
context. The app design was elaborated initially in
[55] [5].
In addition, for the ‘service popularization’
option, a WBC app runs on the consumer’s mobile
device for receiving and processing the list of
new/popular/emerging services, created by a
corresponding WBC management module of the
system, whose SDs are cached by it for broadcasting
(on WBCs) and pushing to the mobile devices. The
design and development of a three-layer software
architecture for this app have been described in
detail in [56]. It is through here also that the
independent,
autonomous
mobile
service
recommendation technology and app, when present,
will source much of its data on geo-dependent
mobile services available, which would be fed
through the WBCs, being made up of a mixture of
relevant data flows from free and/or subscribed
services typically provided by the cloud-based
mobile service recommendation systems and such
like providers.

4.3 Cloud Domain

Here the consumer data, harvested via mobile
devices and collected by other means, is stored and
mined. Based on the analysis of this data, the cloud
is able to predict the applicability (and ABC&S
suitability) of mobile services to each engaged
consumer. Over long periods of time, the collected
data can provide an accurate view of particular
consumer cohorts, based on their common interests,
repetitive access to and usage of particular services,
etc. By monitoring this information, the service
recommendation system can accurately predict the
types and instances of services most applicable and
suitable to individuals, and in turn, recommend the
'best' instances of these to consumers.
The cloud domain consists of three main parts,
described in the following subsections.
4.3.1 Data Management Platform (DMP)
Acting as a machine learning platform, the DMP
[58] [59] is able to transform the collected raw data
of various types into actionable analytic dataset, i.e.,
consumer behavior profiles. These include
consumers’ preferences for services and service
content, consumption preferences, shopping
preferences, interest preferences, app usage, etc.,
abiding by the consumer-privacy principles. TABLE
I. lists the main features included in the consumer
profiles, [57].
In general, DMP is used to generate audience
segments, i.e., to recommend to engaged consumers
the 'best' mobile service instances. More
specifically, DMP supports the corresponding data
collection, processing, analytics, and consumer
targeting operations. For this, it utilizes real-time
consumer’s profiling algorithms and off-time data
mining algorithms [57], and has been implemented
with a Publish/Subscribe design pattern [59].
The corresponding service session data is created
with a unique consumer ID serialized to a data
warehouse by the ETL module. Then the audience
targeting module collects the data and updates it to
the consumer attributes key-value database and to

4.2 Web Domain

One of the key parts in this domain is the delivery
server, which receives and aggregates information
about consumer behavior (e.g., the searches, tags,
reviews, etc., for services and associations with
services done by the corresponding consumer, the
actual service usage, etc.), collected by the ABC&S
app and other third parties involved in the process
(e.g., social media platforms), and sends back (to the
ABC&S app) recommendations about the 'best'
instance of each mobile service of interest to the
corresponding consumer. Acting as a central part in
the web domain, the recommendation engine
facilitates uploading of recommendation algorithms
to the system, and defining and updating of
recommendation rules. For supporting real-time
recommendations
and
off-time
analytical
operations, the engine was built with a Lambda
architecture [57]. Through its SD retrieval module,
the engine can search the SD index database based
on relevant keywords. Facilitated by three databases
(i.e., RTBD, consumer attributes, and web page
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the CTR model database. Besides collecting the log
data, DMP also fetches the corresponding service’s
web page, updates the web page attributes database,
labels the keywords, and saves the new data into a
structural label database.
TABLE I.

MAIN FEATURES IN CONSUMER PROFILES.

Profiles

Features

Internet
Features

Statistics of time spent online; make
and model of mobile device; operating
system; browser type.

Marketing
Features

Consumption
cycle;
consumption
amount;
industry-related
info;
marketing-related info; price-related
info.

Demographic
Features

Gender, age, location, price acceptance
level; marriage status; lifestyle; body
shape; work type.

Consumer
Reviews
Features

Service reviews, ratings, comments,
tags, etc.; creation time; consumer ID;
additional info.

Action History
Features

Service ID; time stamp; consumer’s
action; other related action history.

Category
Features

based recommendation techniques, mainly utilizing
the CF approach, e.g., [52] [53]. However, these
techniques work best for dedicated consumers
willing to spent some time in making their
preferences known to the system [51]. In order to
include also the casual consumers, the ramp-up
problem must be tackled. In this regard, utilitybased
[60] and knowledge-based
[61]
recommendation approaches should be explored in
the future as these do not rely on having the
consumers preferences’ history at their disposal. In
addition, their recommendations are based solely on
the evaluation of the match that exists between
consumers’ needs and service instance offerings
currently available.
The utility-based approach seems more attractive
due to its ability to factor non-product attributes,
such as service providers’ reliability and/or services’
availability, security, responsiveness, etc., into a
utility function, allowing consumers to express a
wide range of matters to be considered for service
recommendations. For consumers having some
flexibility, this allows a tradeoff of service price
against service delivery schedule, for instance.
Another advantage of this approach relates to its
sensitiveness to any changes in consumers’
preferences. However, its recommendation ability is
static,
resulting
in
providing
service
recommendations to a particular consumer only
based on the computation of the utility of each
service instance. This means that if this approach is
to be followed, the smart service recommendation
system, presented here, must build a complete utility
function across all features of all service instances,
which is a time-consuming process which should be
continuously performed with each new service
instance (dis)appearing. In addition, constraint
satisfaction techniques must be employed by the
system as to locate the best match, and consumer
profiles will be consumer-specific utility functions.
The knowledge-based recommendation approach
suggests objects based on inference about the
consumers’ needs and their preferences. For this, it
seeks to algorithmically intuit about relationships
between the consumers’ needs and possible
recommendations of service instances. The
knowledge forms are of three types: (1) catalog
knowledge, e.g., about the service instances being
recommended and their features; (2) functional
knowledge, i.e., how a particular service instance
meets the needs of a particular consumer; and (3)
consumer knowledge, e.g., in the form of a general
demographic or specific information about the
consumer. In this case, the consumer profiles will
include any knowledge that supports this inference.

Category
ID;
score;
preferences; creation time.

location

4.3.2 Stream Computing
This part is a real-time computing subsystem, which
uses an anti-spam functionality to filter the
consumer behavior, integrates a (third-party)
authentication, authorization, and accounting
(3P/AAA) and (third-party) charging and billing
(3P/C&B) functionality for services, and updates the
behavior to the real-time consumer attributes Redis
database.
4.3.3 Distributed Log Data Real-Time Collection
This part utilizes a producer-consumer paradigm for
supporting the data exchange between the web
domain (acting as a producer) and the cloud domain
(acting as a consumer). A Flume-based distributed
message structure has been elaborated for collecting
all log data required and serializing these in the
cloud.

5 Discussion

The smart service recommendation system,
presented in this paper, so far utilizes only learning-
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Compared to the utility-based recommendation
approach, the additional advantage here relates to
the achievable mapping of consumers’ needs to
service instances. Moreover, the knowledge-based
recommendation approach seems appropriate for
casual explorations because it demands less from
the consumers than the utility-based approach. A
knowledge engineering, however, is required [51].
A possible combining of these two
recommendation approaches for utilization by the
presented smart service recommendation system
seems to be a good choice for future exploration as
the calculation of utility value for recommended
service instances could be well-based on functional
knowledge [51]. Moreover, both approaches do not
suffer from ramp-up and sparsity problems since
recommendations are not grounded on accumulated
statistical evidence. In addition, both approaches
respond to the immediate needs of consumers and
do not require any retraining when consumers’
preferences change [51]. This is achievable either by
requesting consumers to perform their own mapping
of needs to service features, e.g., in the form of
preference functions for each feature or by
answering interactive, detailed questionnaires [51],
or otherwise by inferencing this from the
consumers’ interaction with service instances, which
is envisaged as more appropriate tactic for
utilization by the elaborated system. However, in
order to avoid the burden of interaction associated
with constructing a complete preference function by
a consumer, along with weighting the significance
of each possible service feature, a small number of
‘stereotype’ preference functions should be
provided, as suggested in [51], as to get the
consumer started. Of course, s/he needs to look at
the weigh and select a preference function for each
feature of a service of interest, but this seems
feasible as services usually have only a few features,
e.g., cost, QoS/QoE, availability, security,
responsiveness, etc.

consumers can receive timely recommendations
about the 'best', for them, instances of mobile
services, at any moment and in any location, and in
addition to use these via the 'best' available mobile
access network, thus realizing a truly consumerdriven always best connected and best served
(ABC&S) paradigm realization.
The presented smart service recommendation
system facilitates the storage of data harvested from
consumers’ mobile devices and third parties, such as
social media platforms, and based on the ‘big data’
analytics offers predictions as to applicability (and
the ABC&S suitability) of services to each engaged
consumer. Over time, the collected filtered data can
produce an accurate view of particular consumer
cohorts, based on their common interests, repetitive
access to and usage of particular services, etc. By
using this information, the service recommendation
system is able to accurately predict the types of
services most applicable to a particular consumer,
and in turn, recommend these to him/her in realtime manner. Furthermore, efficient artificial
intelligence algorithms will be implemented into the
system so as to facilitate better service utilization
predictions in the cloud. The collaboration option of
this cloud with wireless billboard channels’ (WBC)
[48] [49] service providers holds potential. Through
it, consumers may have their information distilled
by the cloud, relevant to their current context,
delivered to them in a personalized frame through
an appropriate WBC. The schema for this has been
suggested in outline, but full elaboration of this
interesting approach first needs further research.
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